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\textbf{Abstract.} Relational rule learning is typically used in solving classification and prediction tasks. However, it can also be adapted to the description task of subgroup discovery. This paper takes a propositionalization approach to relational subgroup discovery (RSD), based on adapting rule learning and first-order feature construction, applicable in individual-centered domains. It focuses on the use of constraints in RSD, both in feature construction and rule learning. We apply the proposed RSD approach to the Mutagenesis benchmark known from relational learning and a real-life telecommunications dataset.

1 Introduction

Developments in \textit{descriptive induction} [24,33] have recently gained much attention of researchers developing rule learning algorithms. These involve mining of association rules (e.g., the \textsc{apriori} association rule learning algorithm [1]), clausal discovery (e.g., the \textsc{Claudien} system [24,25]), subgroup discovery (e.g., the \textsc{Midos} [31,32] and \textsc{Explora} [15] subgroup discovery systems) and other approaches to non-classificatory induction aimed at finding interesting patterns in data.

In this paper, we consider the task of subgroup discovery; given a population of individuals and a specific property of those individuals that we are interested in, find population subgroups that are statistically ‘most interesting’, e.g., are as large as possible and have the most unusual statistical (distributional) characteristics with respect to the property of interest. We restrict ourselves to class-labeled data in our approach, with the class attribute being the property of interest. While the goal of standard rule learning is to generate models, one for each class, inducing class characteristics in terms of properties occurring in the descriptions of training examples, in contrast, subgroup discovery aims at discovering individual ‘patterns’ of interest.

Our approach adapts classification rule learning to relational subgroup discovery, which is achieved by (a) propositionalization through first-order feature
construction, (b) incorporation of example weights into the covering algorithm, (c) incorporation of example weights into the weighted relative accuracy search heuristic, (d) probabilistic classification based on the class distribution of covered examples by individual rules, and (e) area under the ROC curve rule set evaluation. The main advantage of the proposed approach is that each induced rule with a high weighted relative accuracy represents a 'chunk' of knowledge about the problem, due to the appropriate tradeoff between accuracy and coverage, achieved through the use of the weighted relative accuracy heuristic.

We apply language constraints to define the language of possible subgroup descriptions. These are applied both in feature generation and rule induction. We apply evaluation constraints during rule induction to select the (most) interesting rules/subgroups.

We believe that the combination of the above mentioned strategies controlled by constraints is an original approach to relational subgroup discovery, although previous work exists incorporating some of the techniques mainly in classification rule discovery; e.g. rule induction with constraints in relational domains including parameterization [2, 3], or using rule sets to maximize ROC performance [10].

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the underlying principles. It describes the proposed relational subgroup discovery algorithm and provides background about constraint exploitation in inductive databases and data mining. Section 3 then takes a closer look at how constraints are used in our approach to relational subgroup discovery. Section 4 describes the application of our approach to a relational learning benchmark concerning the mutagenicity of chemicals and to a real-life telecommunications dataset. Section 5 concludes by summarizing the results and presenting plans for further work.

2 Background

2.1 Relational Subgroup Discovery

The input to the RSD algorithm consists of a relational database containing one main table (relation), where each row corresponds to a unique individual and one attribute of the main table is specified as the class attribute - this table defines the training examples, and other tables (relations) defining the background knowledge. In addition, a mode-language definition is given, which is used to construct first-order features.

The output of RSD is a set of subgroups whose class distributions differ substantially from the class distribution in the complete data set. The subgroups are defined by conjunctions of (automatically generated/defined) first-order features. The RSD algorithm proceeds in two stages: first-order feature construction and rule-based subgroup discovery.

RSD First-order Feature Construction In our approach to first-order feature construction, based on [11, 16, 20], local variables referring to parts of individuals are introduced by so-called structural predicates. In a given language bias
for first-order feature construction, a first-order feature is composed of one or more structural predicates introducing a new variable, and of utility predicates as in LINUS [17] (called properties in [11]) that 'consume' all new variables by assigning properties of individuals or their parts, represented by variables introduced so far. Utility predicates do not introduce new variables. (Examples of both types of predicates will be given below.)

The design of an algorithm for constructing first-order features can be split into two relatively independent problems:

*Step 1: Identify features.* This step results in identifying all first-order literal conjunctions that form a feature in the sense explained above, and at the same time comply to user-defined constraints (mode-language). Such features do not contain any constants and the task can be completed independently of the input data.

*Step 2: Employ constants.* This step results in extending the feature set by variable instantiations. Certain features are copied several times with some variables substituted to constants 'carefully' chosen from the input data. During this process, some irrelevant features are detected and removed, based on several constraints.

Both steps can be viewed as an exploitation of the combination of pre-set and user-defined sets of constraints of both syntactic (language-related) and semantic (data-oriented) character. From this viewpoint, they will be explained in detail in the devoted Section 3.

**RSD Rule Induction Algorithm** The core of RSD is a subgroup discovery algorithm which can accept data propositionalized by the feature constructor described above. The algorithm inherits some basic principles of the CN2 rule learner [7], which are adapted in several substantial ways to meet the needs of subgroup discovery. The principal improvements, making it appropriate for subgroup discovery, involve the implementation of the weighted covering algorithm, incorporation of example weights into the weighted relative accuracy heuristic, probabilistic classification, and the area under the ROC curve rule set evaluation.

*The Weighted Covering Algorithm.* In the classical covering algorithm of rule set induction, only the first few induced rules may be of interest as subgroup descriptors with sufficient coverage, since subsequently induced rules are induced from biased example subsets, i.e., subsets including only positive examples not covered by previously induced rules. This bias constrains the population for subgroup discovery in a way that is unnatural for the subgroup discovery process which is, in general, aimed at discovering interesting properties of subgroups of the entire population. In contrast, the subsequent rules induced by the weighted covering algorithm allow for discovering interesting subgroup properties of the entire population.
The weighted covering algorithm modifies the classical covering algorithm in such a way that covered positive examples are not deleted from the current training set. Instead, in each run of the covering loop, the algorithm stores with each example a count that shows how many times (with how many rules induced so far) the example has been covered so far. Weights derived from these example counts then appear in the computation of \( WRAcc \). Initial weights of all positive examples \( e_j \) equal 1, \( w(e_j, 0) = 1 \). The initial example weight \( w(e_j, 0) = 1 \) means that the example hasn’t been covered by any rule, meaning ‘please cover this example, it hasn’t been covered before’, while lower weights mean ‘don’t try too hard on this example’.

Weights of positive examples covered by the constructed rule decrease according to the formula \( w(e_j, i) = \frac{1}{i+1} \). In the first iteration all target class examples contribute the same weight \( w(e_j, 0) = 1 \), while in the following iterations the contributions of examples are inverse proportional to their coverage by previously selected rules. In this way the examples already covered by one or more constructed rules decrease their weights while rules covering many yet uncovered target class examples whose weights have not been decreased will have a greater chance to be covered in the following iterations.

**Modified WRAcc Heuristic with Example Weights.** The modification of CN2 reported in [28] affected only the heuristic function; weighted relative accuracy (WRAcc) was used as search heuristic, instead of the accuracy heuristic of the original CN2, while everything else stayed the same. In RSD and its propositional counterpart CN2-SD [19], the heuristic function was further modified to enable handling example weights, which provide the means to consider different parts of the instance space in each iteration of the weighted covering algorithm.

In the WRAcc computation all probabilities are computed by relative frequencies. Alternatively, the Laplace [6] and the \( m \)-estimate [5,9] could be used to estimate the probabilities.

In order to include example weights into WRAcc, the following notation is used. Let \( n(B) \) stand for the number of instances covered by a rule \( H \leftarrow B \), \( n(H) \) for the number of examples of class \( H \), and \( n(H,B) \) for the number of examples correctly classified by a rule (true positives). We use \( p(H,B) \) etc. for the corresponding probabilities. We then have that rule accuracy can be expressed as \( Acc(H \leftarrow B) = p(H|B) = \frac{n(H,B)}{n(B)} = \frac{n(H,B)}{n[H]} \).

The modified WRAcc measure is then defined as

\[
WRAcc(H \leftarrow B) = \frac{n'(B)}{N'} \left( \frac{n'(H,B)}{n'(B)} - \frac{n'(H)}{N'} \right)
\]  

(1)

where \( N' \) is the sum of the weights of all examples, \( n'(B) \) is the sum of the weights of all covered examples, and \( n'(H,B) \) is the sum of the weights of all correctly covered examples.

To add a rule to the generated rule set, the rule with the maximum WRAcc measure is chosen out of those rules in the search space, which are not yet present in the rule set produced so far. All rules in the final rule set are thus distinct.
Probabilistic Classification and Area Under the ROC Curve Subgroup Evaluation.
As opposed to model induction, subgroup discovery aims at finding patterns in the data, described in the form of individual rules. Rules of the following form are induced: \( H \leftarrow B[TPr,FPr] \), where \( TPr \) is the sensitivity or true positive rate computed as \( TPr = \frac{TP}{TP+FP} \), and \( FPr \) is the false alarm or false positive rate computed as \( FPr = \frac{FP}{FP+TN} \), where \( TP, TN, FP \) and \( FN \) are true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives, respectively.

Each probabilistic rule can be viewed as an individual probabilistic classifier, and plotted as a point in the ROC space (ROC: Receiver Operating Characteristic) [23], which is used to show classifier performance in terms of false positive rate \( FPr \) (plotted on the X-axis) that should be as low as possible, and true positive rate \( TPr \) (plotted on the Y-axis) that should be as high as possible.

The area under the ROC curve (\( AUC \)) can be used as a quality measure for comparing different subgroups. To compare individual subgroups, each rule / subgroup is plotted in the ROC space with its true and false positive rates. To compare sets of rules, we calculate the convex hull of the corresponding set of points in ROC space, selecting the subgroups which perform optimally under a particular range of operating characteristics. The area under this ROC convex hull (\( AUC \)) indicates the combined quality of the optimal subgroups.

2.2 Constraints in inductive databases

Inductive databases [14] embody a database perspective on knowledge discovery, where knowledge discovery processes are considered as query processes. In addition to normal data, inductive databases contain patterns (either materialized or defined as views). Data mining operations looking for patterns are viewed as queries posed to the inductive database. In addition to patterns (which are of local nature), models (which are of global nature) can also be considered.

A general formulation of data mining [21] involves the specification of a language of patterns and a set of constraints that a pattern has to satisfy with respect to a given database. The constraints that a pattern has to satisfy can be divided in two parts: language constraints and evaluation constraints. The first only concern the pattern itself, the second concern the validity of the pattern with respect to a database.

Inductive queries consist of constraints and the primitives of an inductive query language include language constraints (e.g., find association rules with item A in the head) and evaluation primitives. Evaluation primitives are functions that express the validity of a pattern on a given dataset. We can use these to form evaluation constraints (e.g., find all item sets with support above a threshold) or optimization constraints (e.g., find the 10 association rules with highest confidence).

Constraints thus play a central role in data mining and constraint-based data mining is now a recognized research topic [4]. The use of constraints enables more efficient induction as well as focussing the search for patterns on patterns likely to be of interest to the end user. While many different types of patterns
have been considered in data mining, constraints have been mostly considered in mining frequent itemsets and association rules, as well as some related tasks, such as mining frequent episodes, Datalog queries, molecular fragments, etc. Few approaches exist that use constraints for other types of patterns/models, such as size and accuracy constraints in decision trees [13] or in classification rule discovery as mentioned in the introduction.

In this paper, we consider the use of constraints in the context of relational subgroup discovery (RSD). Our approach to RSD first performs feature generation, then applies a propositional approach to subgroup discovery (the RSD implementation in the Yap Prolog with a user’s manual and sample problems can be obtained from http://labe.felk.cvut.cz/~zelezny/rsd). Constraints are used in both phases, as discussed in detail in the following section.

3 Using constraints in RSD

The curse of combinatorial dimensionality is present in the principles underlying both procedural phases of RSD. Therefore RSD makes heavy use of both syntactic and semantic constraints exploited by search-space pruning mechanisms. On one hand, some of the constraints (such as feature undecomposability) are deliberately enforced by the system and pruning based on these constraints is guaranteed not to cause the omission of any solution. On the other hand, additional constraints (e.g. maximum variable depth) may be tuned by the user. These are designed with the intention to most naturally reflect possible user’s heuristic expectations or minimum requirements on quantitative evaluations of search results.

3.1 Constraints in feature construction

Motivated by language-bias declarations used in ILP systems, RSD accepts language declarations very similar to those used by the systems Aleph [26] and Progol [22], including variable types, modes, setting a recall parameter etc, used to syntactically constrain the set of possible features. The use of the language bias declarations are best explained on a simple example. For this purpose we use the famous East-West trains domain.

Structural predicates. By the mode declaration :-mode(hasCar(+train, -car)) the user tells the system that the binary background relation hasCar may be employed in the body of constructed features, so as to provide the identification of some car of a specified train. The number 1 ("recall") determines that a feature can address at most one car of a given train. Input variables are labeled by the + sign, and output variables by the - sign.

Property predicates. Defined as above, but have no output variables.

Head predicate. Its declaration always contains exactly one variable of the input mode (e.g., :-mode(1, train(+train)). The declaration serves merely to identify the key of the main individual.1

1 The head declaration thus may seem overly complicated but contributes to compatability with declarations used with the widely used ILP systems mentioned earlier.
Fig. 1. The effect of pruning in the syntactic feature construction on efficiency in the East-West Trains domain. The diagram shows the amount of time needed to produce the exhaustive set of features for a given maximum feature length when pruning is off or on.

RSD produces all features satisfying the mode and setting declarations. The features produced by RSD have to satisfy an important constraint: a feature may not be decomposable into a conjunction of two features.

For example, the feature set based on the modes
- modeh(1, train(+train)).
- modeb(2, hasCar(+train, -car)).
- modeb(1, long(+car)).
- modeb(1, notSame(+car, +car)).
will contain a feature
\[ f(A): \text{hasCar}(A,B), \text{hasCar}(A,C), \text{long}(C), \text{long}(B), \text{notSame}(B,C). \]
but it will not contain a feature with the body
\[ \text{hasCar}(A,B), \text{hasCar}(A,C), \text{long}(B), \text{long}(C) \]
as such an expression would clearly be decomposable into two separate features. We do not construct such decomposable expressions, as these are redundant for the purpose of the subsequent search for rules with conjunctive antecedents.

The language constraint of undecomposability plays a major role; it enables pruning the search for possible features without losing any solutions. As an example, Figure 1 illustrates the speedup gained by the pruning on the East-West Trains domain (evaluation on real-life data will be shown in the experimental section).

In addition, other language constraints can be specified. These are: the maximum length of a feature (number of contained literals), maximum variable depth [22] and maximum number of occurrences of a given predicate symbol. If constraints are not specified by the user, the first two acquire a default value while the last is unlimited.

Unlike Aleph and Progol declarations, RSD does not use the \# sign to denote a constant-value argument. In the mentioned systems, constants are provided by a single saturated example, while RSD extracts constants from all the input data (examples). The user can instead utilize the special reserved property predicate
instantiate/1, which does not occur in the background knowledge, to specify a variable that should be substituted with a constant during feature construction. For example, from the modes

::modeh(1, train(+train)).
::modeb(1, hasCar(+train, -car)).
::modeb(1, hasLoad(+car, -load)).
::modeb(1, hasShape(+load, -shape)).
::modeb(*, instantiate(+shape)).

exactly one feature is generated:

f1(A) :- hasCar(A,B), hasLoad(B,C), hasShape(C,D), instantiate(D).

In the second step, after consulting the input data, f1 will be substituted by a set of features, in each of which the instantiate/1 literal is removed and the D variable is substituted with a constant making the body of f1 provable in the data. Provided they contain a train with a rectangle load, the following feature will appear among those created out of f1:

f11(A) :- hasCar(A,B), hasLoad(B,C), hasShape(C,rectangle).

A similar principle applies for features with multiple occurrences of the instantiate/1 literal. Arguments of this literal within the feature form a set of variables ¦; only those (complete) instantiations of ¦ making the feature’s body provable on the input database will be considered.

However, not all such features will appear in the resulting set. For the sake of efficiency, we do not perform feature filtering by a separate postprocessing procedure, but rather discard certain features already during the feature construction process described above. The following constraints are used: (a) no feature should have the same value for all examples and (b) no two features should have the same values for all examples. For the latter case, only the syntactically shortest feature is chosen to represent the class of semantically equivalent features. In addition, a minimum number of examples for which a feature has to be true can be prescribed. This constraint is similar to the minimum support constraints in mining frequent item sets.

3.2 Constraints in subgroup discovery

In the subgroup discovery phase, a language constraint employed is the prescription of a maximal number of conditions/features in the description of a subgroup.

Several evaluation functions are considered. These include accuracy, weighted relative accuracy (WRAcc), significance, and area under the ROC curve. Accuracy and WRAcc are used in optimization constraints, i.e., RSD looks for rules with high accuracy/WRAcc. In fact, they are used as heuristic functions in RSD. Significance is used in evaluation constraints, i.e., one can prescribe a significance threshold that rules have to satisfy (expressed as significance at e.g., 99% level). WRAcc may be used in a similar fashion.

For lack of space we do not provide here a tabular summary of all employed constraints and the ways of their setting, this can be however found in the RSD user’s manual available from the above mentioned RSD download page.
4 Experiments

We have experimented with the well-known relational learning benchmark concerning the Mutagenicity of chemicals and we have also applied RSD to the analysis of a real-life telecommunications dataset. The Mutagenesis data have been described in detail in many sources, see e.g. [27]. The Telecommunication application has been described by Železny et al. in [30, 29]; next we give a brief overview of the data.

4.1 Telecommunications

The data represent incoming calls (1995 items thereof) to an enterprize. Each such call is answered by a human operator and in the usual case further transferred to an attendant distinguished by his/her line number. Further re-transfers may also occur. Each sequence of such transfers is tracked by a computerized exchange and related data are stored in a logging file. By a suitable transformation thereof, one may obtain a relation incoming/5, represented by ground facts of the form incoming(date, time, caller, operator, result). The argument result either takes a constant value or is a recursively defined function, so that result ∈ {talk, unavailable, transfer([ln1, ln2, ..., ln], result)}, where ln1 ... ln denote line numbers to which unsuccessful attempts to transfer have been made, and ln the result of the last transfer attempt.

For example, the ground fact

incoming(date(10, 18), time(13, 37, 29), [0, 6, 4, 8, 2, 5, 6, 8, 4, 9], 32, transfer([16, 12], transfer([26], talk))).

describes a call from the number 0648256849 at 13:37:29 on 10/18 received by the operator on line 32. The operator first tried to transfer the caller to line 16 without success, and then transferred him/her successfully to line 12. The person on line 12 further redirected the caller to line 26. After a talk with line 26, the call was terminated.

We divide all instances of incoming transferred calls into classes determined by the line to which the operator tried to transfer the caller first. We thus obtain 25 classes. Attributes of examples (the main table records) then consist of the first four arguments of incoming/5 and the class attribute. Finding subgroups interesting with respect to this class attribute may contribute to purposes of decision support of the operator. Further, if the subgroup set has sufficient predictive power, it may partially or completely substitute the operator.

Let us now comment on two of the available background relations. The predicate prefix(Number, Prefix) is true whenever the second (output) argument is the prefix (of any length) of the first (input) argument. For instance, regarding the example given above, prefix([0, 6, 4, 8, 2, 5, 6, 8, 4, 9], [0, 6, 4]) is true.

This background predicate proved useful in previously published results, since it is able to bind callers from the same area, city, company, office etc. The predicate gives multiple possible outputs for a given input. When used as part of a feature definition, it will be the job of the feature constructor to decide which prefixes should be used (possibly in conjunction with other literals) to
Fig. 2. The number of existing features (left) and the effect of undecomposability enabled pruning in the syntactic feature construction on efficiency (right) in the Mutagenesis (top) and Telecommunication (bottom) domain.

generate features with acceptable coverage measures. Out of the prefixes kept, the rule inducer chooses those that help identify interesting subgroups.

Another background predicate `prev_at tempt/6` reflects the fact that a line desired by the caller may often be determined by looking at the caller's recent attempts to reach a person, i.e., by inspecting past records (w.r.t. the time-label of the current example) in the incoming/4 relation. This problem setting is thus not far from what is known as multi-instance learning [8], where relevant attribute values describing an instance extend in multiple rows of a single table.

For example, the goal
```
prev_attempt(date(10,18),time(13,37,29),
[0,6,4,8,2,5,6,8,4,9], Line, When, Result).
```
will succeed with the result
```
Line=10, When=today, Result = unavailable,
```
provided the caller 0648256849 failed to reach line 10 on 10/18 before 13:37:29. Again, the `prev_attempt/6` may obviously yield multiple outputs for a given instantiations of the input arguments.
4.2 Effects of constraints on feature generation

The use of the undecomposability constraint and the pruning enabled thereby greatly reduces the time necessary to generate the features. This reduction increases with the maximum feature length, as illustrated in Figure 2.

The use of the other feature constraints, i.e., the minimum coverage, unique coverage and incomplete coverage (the latter two are referred to as filtering) reduces the number of features generated. In Mutagenesis, the maximum feature length was set to 5 and the minimum feature coverage to 20 instances, obtaining 42 different features. In the Telecom domain, we set the maximum feature length to 8. In this case, using a minimum coverage of 20 instances yields 138 features.

![Graph showing the effect of using the constraint of unique and incomplete coverage (Filtering ON line) vs. ignoring this constraint (Filtering OFF line) and the user-adjustable minimum-coverage constraint (left-to-right decay) for Mutagenesis (left) and Telecommunication (right). The "No constants" curve (independent of the horizontal axis) corresponds to the number of features before instantiations to constants (before Step 2 of feature construction), this number is high in Mutagenesis due to many features improvable with any instantiation to constants.]

4.3 Results of subgroup discovery

An example feature in the Mutagenesis domain is \( f12(A) : - \text{atm}(A, B), \text{atm} \_ \text{chr}(B, C), \text{lteq} \_ \text{C}(C, 0.142) \) expressing that a drug contains an atom with charge less or equal to 0.142, or \( f31(A) : - \text{benzene}(A, B), \text{benzene}(A, C), \text{connected}(C, B) \), expressing the presence of two connected benzene rings in the chemical. In telecommunications, an example feature is \( f99(A) : - \text{ext} \_ \text{number}(A, B), \text{prefix}(B, [0, 4, 0, 7]) \), meaning that the caller's number starts with 0407. Another feature is \( f115(A) : - \text{call} \_ \text{date}(A, B), \text{call} \_ \text{time}(A, C), \text{ext} \_ \text{number}(A, D), \text{prev} \_ \text{attempt}(B, C, D, [3, 1], \text{today}, \text{unavailable}) \), meaning that the caller (of the current call) has today tried to reach line 31, which was unavailable.

With these features, we use the RSD rule induction algorithm with altered covering strategy and heuristic function to produce sets of subgroup-describing
rules. The characteristics of the discovered rules are shown in Table 1. We also present descriptions of some of the discovered subgroup in Telecommunication, with comments from the domain expert on the descriptions (Table 2 in Appendix) and distributional characteristics of the subgroups.

**Table 1.** Characteristics of subgroup-describing rules obtained by the RSD rule induction algorithm in the Mutagenesis and Telecom domains. Algo refers to the combination of search heuristic (A-accuracy, W-WRAcc (weighted relative accuracy)) and covering algorithm (C-covering, W-WeCov (weighted covering with γ = 1)). S = significance, C = coverage, A = area under ROC curve. R : F = average number of rules/class : average number of features per rule. R′ : F′ = same as above, only rules on convex hull are considered. The rule generation for a given class is terminated if the search space has been completely explored or 10 subgroup rules have been generated for that class in Telecommunication (5 in Mutagenesis). Reported results are averages and standard deviations from a 10-fold stratified cross-validation procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mutagenesis</th>
<th></th>
<th>Telecom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>11.33%</td>
<td>2.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>10.00 : 2.16</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.92)</td>
<td>(0.37)</td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AW</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>7.62%</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>10.00 : 2.50</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.05)</td>
<td>(4.88)</td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WC</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>35.81%</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>3.70 : 1.73</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.22)</td>
<td>(6.44)</td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WW</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>40.58%</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>10.00 : 6.50</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.28)</td>
<td>(4.74)</td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most significant observation about the results in Table 1 is that the WRAcc heuristic very significantly improves the performance with respect to the other accuracy heuristics, in terms of all three quality aspects.

Overall, the combination of WRAcc with the strategy of example weighting yields the best performance. This agrees with the findings in [18], where a more extensive empirical evaluation was conducted on a collection of (non-relational)
subgroup-discovery problems, comparing the CN2 algorithm with CN2 incorporating the WRAcc heuristic, and further the CN2-SD system (which incorporates the WRAcc heuristic and the example weights). These three algorithms roughly correspond to the methods we denote above (in Table 1) as AC, WC, and WW, respectively. The combination of the accuracy heuristic with example weighting (AW) seems not to perform well in the domains considered.

5 Conclusions

This paper presents an approach to relational subgroup discovery, whose origins are based on the recent developments in subgroup discovery [32,12] and propositionalization through first-order feature construction [11,16,20]. It presents the algorithm RSD which transforms a relational subgroup discovery problem to a propositional one, through efficiency-conscious first-order feature construction. Efficiency is boosted through the use of mode declarations and constraints used for pruning the search in the space of possible features.

Four variants of the RSD algorithm have been tested, by combining the standard accuracy (Acc) and the weighted accuracy (WRAcc) search heuristic used in the construction of individual rules, with the standard covering (Cov) and weighted covering (WeCov) algorithm used in the construction of a set of rules. The WRAcc heuristic combined with the WeCov algorithm is the preferred combination (due to an appropriate tradeoff between rule significance, coverage and complexity).

We have successfully applied the RSD algorithm in the Mutagenesis benchmark and the Telecom domain, a real-life dataset from a telecommunications company. These results have been evaluated as meaningful by the domain expert. Both the description of subgroups and their distributional characteristics make sense in many cases.

In further work, we are planning to use the RSD system in other subgroup discovery applications, including the analysis of traffic accidents, for which we have already performed the initial experiments using a relational database of 20 years (1979-1999) of accidents in the UK. We are also planning to investigate more closely an inductive database approach to relational subgroup discovery, along the directions of using constraints outlined in this paper. Finally, an idea suggested by a reviewer of this paper, of incrementally extending the feature set in dependence on the quality of the discovered subgroups, seems very much worth investigating.
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Appendix

Expert analysis of the induced rules shows that some of them identify novel and interesting information. Especially revealing are the comments related to the changes of class frequency associated with the rules.

In the overall distribution, calls to line 21 are most common. The expert comments that this reflects his expectations, as the person at line 21 is a marketer, and people interested in products call this line most frequently. In subgroup Tele1, there is (a) an increase in line 21 frequency: clients not receiving an ordered package often wait until Friday and then complain with line 21; and (b) a decrease in line 13 frequency: the person at line 13 mostly collaborates with dealers who have less business on Fridays. For subgroup Tele4 there is (a) an increase in line 28 frequency: repeated attempts to reach line 28, and (b) an increase in line 21 frequency: the person at line 28 works as technical support for products sold by person on line 21.

Table 2. Subgroup descriptions in the form $H \leftarrow B \ [TP, FP]$, definitions of used features, and subgroup interpretation including expert's comments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tele1: line21(A) $\leftarrow f_{40}(A)$ [56,268]</th>
<th>(f_{40}(A):=\text{call_date}(A,B), \text{dow}(B,\text{fri}).) Calls received on Fridays. (Expert's\ \text{evaluation}:\ \text{Not a novel information.})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tele2: line11(A) $\leftarrow f_{132}(A)$ [32,0]</td>
<td>(f_{132}(A):=\text{ext_number}(A,B), \text{prefix}(B, [8,5,1,3,1,1,1,1])). Calls received from number 85131111. (Expert's\ \text{explanation}:\ \text{The caller is the secretary's husband. She does not have a direct-access line, thus this call is transferred by an operator.}) (Expert's\ \text{evaluation}:\ \text{Novel information.}) (Remark:\ \text{Although the last literal formally identifies a prefix of the calling number, it is in fact the complete number of the caller.})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tele3: line21(A) $\leftarrow f_{64}(A)$ [81,254]</td>
<td>(f_{64}(A):=\text{ext_number}(A,B), \text{prefix}(B, [0,4])). Calls received from a number that starts with 04. (Expert's\ \text{explanation}:\ \text{Prefix 04 is too general (code covers a large area) to find an explanation.}) (Expert's\ \text{evaluation}:\ \text{Novel information. Uncertain.})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tele4: line28(A) $\leftarrow f_{7}(A)$ [22,11]</td>
<td>(f_{7}(A):=\text{call_date}(A,B), \text{call_time}(A,C), \text{ext_number}(A,D), \text{prev_attempt}(B, C, D, [2, 8], \text{last_hour}, \text{unavailable}).) Calls received from a caller who has in the last hour attempted to directly (not through an operator) reach line 28, which was unavailable. (Expert's\ \text{explanation}:\ \text{It is plausible that people try line 28 as the second attempt when line 21 is unavailable. Subgroup probably mostly covers people with technical difficulties with a product sold by person on line 21.}) (Expert's\ \text{evaluation}:\ \text{Novel information.})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>